Kendall County Sheriff’s Office Announces Employee of the Quarter

The Kendall County Sheriff’s Office announces employee of the Second Quarter, Dee Fuchs. Dee was nominated by an employee of the Kendall County Administrative Services for her exemplary performance. The Kendall County Sheriff’s Office employee recognition program is focused on recognizing employees for the great acts they perform. This program helps identify those employees that deserve special recognition whenever his/her duties are performed in an exemplary manner. Citizen may also be recognized under this program for an act that deserves recognition.

Dee Fuchs started her career with the Kendall County Sheriff’s Office in May of 2015. Dee currently is the Freedom of Information Act officer (FOIA) as well as handling day to day activities in the record division. During the last quarter Dee has completed the following projects besides her normal duties:

- Dee is a part-time Records employee yet she has stepped up and has taken over a very crucial area, that of FOIA Officer.
- FOIA has become a huge part of Records, and Dee has handled all her new responsibilities with poise and professionalism.
- She was instrumental in working with other area agencies to implement new FOIA software, and to make sure that new software was doing what our agency needed to have done.
- Dee always has a positive attitude and is one of the first ones to ask if there is anything she can do to help with the smooth operation of the Records Department.
- Dee on multiple occasions has offered to help with community events, and even volunteered to help with the Explorers program here at the Sheriff’s Office.

To nominate an employee or citizen for this award you can either submit your nomination on our KCSO web page at www.co.kendall.il.us/sheriff or stop by KCSO and complete an Award Nomination form and submit it to a supervisor. Nominations for the next quarter should be submitted by October 3, 2018.